
Dear Sir/Madam,
 

NUS Geography Challenge 2022 – Creative Component 
 
Overview

The Creative Component (CC) aims to encourage students to adopt a geographical perspective in their
analyses of the world around them. Through this component, students will be able to apply important
concepts (in particular - sustainability) beyond the classroom to real-life situations. Students will be
tasked to analyse and interpret relevant information through a geographical lens, and eventually organise
and present their findings in the form of a video where they can exercise their creativity through the
presentation of their ideas. 

We hope to raise students’ awareness of the various ways in which Singapore, as a small nation-state, can
develop to become a sustainable global city that we want to live in. This encourages forward-thinking, to
create a sustainable ‘new normal’ in Singapore while highlighting the role of every citizen and individual
in shaping our future. The CC allows students to explore creative ideas, plans, and solutions that they
envision as part of their Eco-Utopia Blueprint¹. Additionally, we hope that students will develop the
ability to gather data, exercise reflexive thinking and effectively communicate their ideas to a wide range
of audiences.
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An Eco-Utopia harnesses the appropriate technology, local control and autonomy, going
beyond being purely green and encapsulates the concepts of sustainable and smart cities.
Through this framework, cities will be re-imagined and transformed into an Eco-Utopia.
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In line with NUS GC 2022’s theme “Eco-Utopia: Blueprints for our Green Futures”, the CC encourages
students to rethink Singapore’s urban solutions from the capacity of an individual. They should consider
innovative, green, and smart solutions by incorporating the multi-dimensional nature of an eco-city. This
is especially relevant in the pandemic situation, as this rare “Global Reset”² allows us to review our
current sustainability efforts and re-conceptualise urban solutions that can be adopted as part of
Singapore’s Long-Term Plan Review. With a growing push (notably by youths) for sustainability
initiatives worldwide in all sectors in recent years, the discussion revolving around sustainability in
Singapore has also increased dramatically. We hope that students will engage with their creative thinking
skills to envision innovative ideas that our city can employ to move closer to achieving Singapore’s
ambitions for the Singapore Green Plan 2030 and Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) outlined by the
United Nations (UN). At the end of this project, we hope for students to take on the role of
#GenerationRestoration in leading Singapore to consider sustainable courses of action in creating an eco-
Legacy for Singapore. 

For the CC, students will be required to create a video that showcases either:

(a) Current and future school initiatives that align with the Singapore Green Plan 2030 and the Eco-
Stewardship Programme OR 

(b) Evaluating and suggesting improvements for an existing urban solution adopted by Singapore,
drawing links between the chosen solution and the UN’s SDGs. 

For more details, please see the table on the next page. The Top 5 CC submissions will be determined by
our internal judging panel. This exercise will not contribute to the scores of the Preliminary Round and is
counted as a separate component. 

Deliverables

The CC comprises one main deliverable, which is a 3 to 5-minute long video. To express their creativity,
students’ videos can be in the form of a skit, a public speaking campaign, a news report on a breaking
story, vlog, satire news or a combination of any of these ideas. However, these are just suggestions and
students can feel free to explore any format they prefer. Do note that video submissions longer than 5
minutes will be penalised.

Students are to address one of the two options through their video (refer to the next page): 
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The COVID-19 Pandemic has disrupted all aspects of our everyday lives. It has accentuated
underlying socio-economic, environmental issues across spatial and temporal boundaries. This has
provided our generation the opportunity to review these issues through the Global Reset, allowing us
to devise new frameworks and regulations to resolve them at this historic crossroads, creating a
brighter future for our world.
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Requirements Criteria assessed

Option 1 1. Choose one key target from the Singapore Green
Plan, and explain how Singapore’s context makes
this target important.
(The 5 key targets are: City in Nature, Sustainable
Living, Energy Reset, Green Economy or Resilient
Futures.)

2. Present existing green initiatives in their school
and explain how they are connected and relevant to
the chosen key target. 
(Green initiatives encompass a wide range of
initiatives, such as community gardens, installing
recycling bins, or environmental campaigns. It is up
to the discretion of students to define the scope of
their presentation.)

3. Considering the Eco-Stewardship programme,
suggest two plans or initiatives that their school can
adopt to further achieve their chosen key target (these
ideas should be contextualised to their specific
school).  
(Students may consider the 4Cs structure of the Eco-
Stewardship Programme — Curriculum, Campus,
Culture and Community — when crafting their
ideas.)

(a) Understanding of the
key target - Students
should be able to present
their understanding of their
chosen key target and
highlight the environmental
impacts faced by Singapore
which led to the
establishment of their
selected key target. 

(b) Environmental
consciousness - Students
should express knowledge
of the themes of their
chosen key target and apply
creative thinking in their
proposed solutions to
improve their school
environment.
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Requirements Criteria assessed

Option 2 1. Select and introduce an existing OR currently
trialed urban solution implemented in Singapore. 
(An urban solution is defined as a strategy that
tackles one or more urban problems - including but
not limited to liveability issues, urban transportation
issues, access to clean energy sources, food security,
water resource management, and waste management.
Urban solutions may adopt the hard engineering
approach (e.g. constructing green buildings), the
social engineering approach (e.g. enacting
sustainability policies), or a combination of both. The
examples given are not exhaustive and students may
choose to present other urban solutions that they
deem to be significant.) 

2. Explain how the features of this urban solution can
help to resolve problem(s) faced in the urban
environment of Singapore (e.g. air pollution, high
energy consumption, waste management, transport
etc.) and how these features link to three SDGs (if it
links to more than three, present the three most
prominent goals). 
Note: The list of urban problems listed above are
non-exhaustive. Students are encouraged to source
for and reflect on other urban problems experienced
in Singapore.

3. Explain the limitations of the chosen urban
solution and suggest two improvements* to combat
the limitations.

(a) Understanding of
urban solutions - Students
should demonstrate a keen
understanding of how their
chosen solution helps to
address specific urban
problems and bears links to
their chosen SDGs.

(b) Evaluation of urban
solutions - Students should
be able to critically evaluate
their chosen urban solution
by explaining its limitations
and suggesting
improvements to address
the identified urban
problems more effectively.

*Students are not required to create any virtual or physical
models to illustrate the improvements.



The video may be filmed remotely and edited using online media tools (e.g. video-conferencing
platforms, virtual visualisation software, etc.), or filmed in-person (while abiding by official Safe
Management Measures). Videos will be judged on the creativity of the presentation methods,
demonstration of knowledge pertaining to the Singapore Green Plan or the SDGs, and the engagement of
the target audience (secondary school students). It is not necessary to create a ‘high-level’ video, and no
additional marks will be awarded for additional spending on video production. Should students require a
free software or tutorial regarding the basic skills for video editing, the organising committee has created
a video guide for students. The video below covers the basic tools required for video editing:

Video Editing Guide + Recommended Software for Students without any Video Editing Tools

The completed video should show ALL team members’ names, either in the video subtitles or as a slide at
the beginning or end of the video.

You may refer to the sample videos for reference. Do note that these videos merely illustrate the basic
requirements of the submission and are not meant to be replicated either wholly or in part. They should
NOT be treated as a model template. 

Option 1 Sample Video
Option 2 Sample Video

Lastly, any sources consulted or cited during the process of completing the video will have to be credited
in a reference list. The reference list should begin on a Word document together with the team photo, and
submitted together with the main deliverable. The reference list is to be completed in APA 7th edition
citation format. Samples of reference lists can be found in the Submission Templates, under the
‘Submission Requirements’ section. Students may refer to this citation guide: APA 7th Citation Guide.
For students without access to Microsoft Word, you may refer to the guide below on an alternative
method to submit your document in the correct file format:

Microsoft Word Guide (for Students without Microsoft Word or Microsoft Office)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUrypKLhUUw
https://youtu.be/S1Ybg_OyAl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtjVvS-qO4Q
https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/reference-examples.pdf
https://apastyle.apa.org/instructional-aids/reference-examples.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kqO3p5IiCpQYXJbnXM8Thd1t4lg3J1o2dg4QQSl3EnU/edit


Marking Criteria 

Videos will be marked based on the following criteria:
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Content 
(45 marks)

- Demonstrates extensive knowledge of and research in the Singapore Green Plan
and Eco-Stewardship Programme or the SDGs and urban problems.
- Ideas of evaluating sustainability initiatives or urban solutions are coherent,
insightful and well-exemplified. Clear links are drawn between the concept of
sustainability and national (Singapore Green Plan 2030) or global (UN SDG)
scale targets (Depending on the option selected). 
- Methods proposed to improve ‘green’ initiatives in the school setting or the
chosen urban solution used in Singapore are feasible, well-explained, and well
supported by relevant data. 
- Overall, the video shows a clear understanding of the concept of sustainability
and how it can be evaluated and improved on with regard to current solutions. 

- Proposing new and substantive ideas to encourage Eco-Stewardship in schools
or improving on the limitations of the urban solution in relation to the SDGs
mentioned.
- Use of creative, unique and original means of information delivery without
compromising the accuracy of the content.
- Appropriate use of original materials (e.g. props, drawings, photographs, and
first-hand footage etc.), with clear and appropriate choices of visuals.

Creativity 
(30 marks)

- Digital enhancements (e.g. transitions, special effects, subtitles etc.) used are
purposeful and contribute to audience engagement. 
- Audio is engaging and does well in enhancing the presentation of content.
- Language and tone are highly appropriate for the target audience (i.e. secondary
school students).
- Audio is clearly audible.

Aesthetics and
audience

engagement 
(15 marks)



School Name
Team Members’ Names
GC Code (GCXXX) (Given to schools during registration)
Chosen Option
YouTube Link
Reference List (in APA 7th edition style)
Team Photo

Submission Requirements

Teams are required to upload their completed videos onto YouTube as an unlisted video, with the video
titled “*Name of School* GC2022”. The video should be in a minimum of 720p resolution. The video
may be filmed in either the portrait or landscape mode, at any dimensions, while maintaining the
minimum 720p video quality. You may refer to the YouTube Video Upload Guide in the link below: 
YouTube Video Upload Guide

A Word document containing both the reference list and the YouTube link is to be emailed to
nusgccreativecomponent@gmail.com. Students are to name the Word document as “Name of
School_GC2022”. All deliverables must be submitted between the time period of 4 January 2022, 0000
hrs to 9 February 2022, 2359 hrs. Do note that resubmissions are allowed but repeated submissions and
amendment emails to submissions will receive minor penalties. 

The Word document should follow the format below: 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Marking Criteria 

Videos will be marked based on the following criteria:
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Organisation 
(10 marks)

- Coherence between the sub-points of the chosen option, with seamless
transitions.
- Logical flow of information.
- Full adherence to copyright conventions. 
- Reference list adheres fully to the APA 7th edition citation style.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tHA3nJwOaCqdjWviS24kcvtZtb-5KedhGKpShM73h-A/edit
mailto:nusgccreativecomponent@gmail.com


Font style and size: Times New Roman, size 12 
Line spacing: 2.0 

Submission Requirements

They should adhere to the following formatting requirements for their Word document
1.
2.

You may refer to the submission templates for the two different options by clicking on the links below:
Option 1 Submission Template
Option 2 Submission Template

Schools will have marks deducted from ‘Organisation’ if they fail to follow the requirements listed above.
The number of marks deducted increases with the number of requirements not being adhered to.
Therefore, all schools are reminded to strictly keep to the above requirements. Schools are encouraged to
complete their submissions a few days before the deadline to avoid any possible technical difficulties. 
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As YouTube is used as the submission platform, videos submitted will be subjected to YouTube’s
copyright guidelines and checks. Teams should ensure that their videos are free of copyrighted content or
materials. Copyright notices and strikes from YouTube could hinder the uploading process. Please refer to
the YouTube Video Upload Guide for more instructions. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14BSUQzESqquzfyN9u5jwsLyV9Hfpy2GfPxywORjdALU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1crw-i38G7AZpYqkt57UJlLIaxK9LMqWqeR1P7j2le7Q/edit?usp=sharing


Plagiarism Guide 

It is important to note that plagiarism is an academic offence that is taken very seriously by the
Geography Challenge Organising Committee (GCOC) and the Ministry of Education.

The GCOC takes a strict view of cheating in any form. Students should not copy ideas directly from
existing sources and pass them off as their own. The source(s) of the information should be specified. 

Non-text elements (photos, drawings, diagrams, graphs, tables, audio, video and multimedia etc.) taken
from existing sources have to be credited, even if they have been altered or modified. Do note that while
the style of the presentation may be similar to other forms of published media, content should not be
lifted. If students decide to use background music for their video submission, only royalty-free music
should be used to prevent copyright infringement. Do bear in mind that YouTube may remove videos that
have previously been issued with a "YouTube copyright strike". GCOC will not be responsible for any
submissions removed by YouTube. One suggested website to download royalty-free music from is
hellothematic.com. However, students may source for other websites that provide royalty-free music. 

If students wish to reference published material, they are required to do a proper citation of the materials.
Any sources consulted or cited during the process of completing the deliverable will have to be credited in
a reference list (see previous section on “Submission Requirements”). 

For teams that are found to have plagiarised, there will be penalties imposed on their Creative Component
submission.

The guidelines listed above are sourced from the following article. To read more about plagiarism, please
access the following article: 
Article on plagiarism and academic integrity 
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https://hellothematic.com/
https://hellothematic.com/
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/new2nus/acadintegrity_plagiarism
https://libguides.nus.edu.sg/new2nus/acadintegrity_plagiarism


Contact   Us!

Should you have any further queries regarding NUS GC 2022, please direct them to our Creative
Component email at nusgccreativecomponent@gmail.com. Do keep up to date with our NUS GC 2022
website and subscribe to and follow our Telegram channel, Facebook page and Instagram page for regular
updates on NUS GC 2022 and its various components. The links to each of these social media sites are
stated below.

Yours sincerely, 
Long Zhi Yi, Adia (Miss) 
Teo Ying Qi (Miss) 
Creative Component In-Charge 
On behalf of the Creative Component Committee NUS Geography Challenge 2022

Website: nusgeographychallenge.wordpress.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/nusgc/ 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/nusgc/ 
Subscribe to our Telegram channel: cutt.ly/9YcfUVM
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